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Ideas of Quantum Chemistry, Second EditionElsevier Limited, 2013

	Ideas of Quantum Chemistry shows how quantum mechanics is applied to chemistry to give it a theoretical foundation. From the Schroedinger equation to electronic and nuclear motion to intermolecular interactions, this book covers the primary quantum underpinnings of chemical systems. The structure of the book (a TREE-form) emphasizes...
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WordPress Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Developing WordPress-powered websites is one of the standout trends in the modern web development world. The flexibility and power of the built-in features offered by WordPress has made developers turn their attentions to the possibility of using it as a web development framework. This book will act as a comprehensive resource for building...
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The Unified Modeling Language User Guide Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2005
For nearly ten years, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) has been the industry  standard for visualizing, specifying, constructing, and documenting the  artifacts of a software-intensive system. As the de facto standard modeling  language, the UML facilitates communication and reduces confusion among project  stakeholders. The recent...
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Biological Interactions Of Sulfur CompoundsCRC Press, 1996
This text focuses on the biological interactions of sulphur compounds which arise specifically from the presence of the sulphur atom within the molecule. The book opens with introductory chapters on the chemistry and biology of sulphur, before tackling the field by introducing compounds which share a common chemical combination. In general,...
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Object-Oriented Analysis and Design (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	At least some people reading the title of this book may wonder why there should be one more book on the topic of Object Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD). The short answer to this question is that in our teaching of the subject for over a decade, we have not been able to find a suitable textbook on this topic at our respective...
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HTML5: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2013

	
		HTML5 is more than a markup language—it’s a collection of several independent web standards. Fortunately, this expanded guide covers everything you need in one convenient place. With step-by-step tutorials and real-world examples, HTML5: The Missing Manual shows you how to build web apps that include video tools,...
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Logic and Structure (Universitext)Springer, 2012

	Dirk van Dalen’s popular textbook Logic and Structure, now in its fifth edition, provides a comprehensive introduction to the basics of classical and intuitionistic logic, model theory and Gödel’s famous incompleteness theorem.


	Propositional and predicate logic are presented in an easy-to-read style using...
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Refactoring Databases : Evolutionary Database DesignAddison Wesley, 2006
Refactoring has proven its value in a wide range of development projectshelping software professionals improve system designs, maintainability, extensibility, and performance. Now, for the first time, leading agile methodologist Scott Ambler and renowned consultant Pramodkumar Sadalage introduce powerful refactoring techniques...
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VEE Pro: Practical Graphical ProgrammingSpringer, 2004
With VEE 7.0 Trial Version on CD-ROM From the depths of the oceans to the deserts of Mars, VEE Pro is being used to collect data, provide automated testing and to construct remote command and telemetry interfaces. In more everyday environments, it can be found at the heart of manufacturing, process and quality control, and industrial data analysis...
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eLearning and Digital Publishing (Computer Supported Cooperative Work)Springer, 2006
Our universities are facing immense pressures from within because of the increase in the ‘publish or perish’ syndrome. There are severe budgetary demands on university libraries attempting to enable access to this increasing avalanche of information. University teaching also needs to prepare graduates for a rapidly changing and...
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Software Design (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2003
Software design is a multi-disciplinary activity that develops tools through effective communication of ideas and the use of engineering practices. This text provides an overview and perspective of software design within the context of software development and also of more general thinking about design issues. It examines the nature of design...
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Enterprise RailsO'Reilly, 2008
Enterprise Rails is indispensable for anyone planning to build enterprise web services. It's one thing to get your service off the ground with a framework like Rails, but quite another to construct a system that will hold up at enterprise scale. The secret is to make good architectural choices from the beginning. Chak shows you how to make those...
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